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Abstract
A general analysis is made of the relations between output signal and noise powers
and input signal and noise powers for bandpass limiters having odd symmetry to their
limiting characteristics. Specific results are given for the case where the limiter has
an n-th root characteristic, and they include the ideal symmetrical limiter (or clipper)
as a limiting case. This analysis shows that, for the bandpass limiter, the output
signal-to-noise power ratio is essentially directly proportional to the input signal-to-
noise power ratio for all values of the latter. This result is due to the bandpass char-
acteristics rather than to the symmetrical limiting action.
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS IN BANDPASS LIMITERS
I. Introduction
Saturation, or limiting, may often take place in the bandpass amplifier stages of a
radio receiver. Sometimes this limiting is inadvertent (as in the case of a much larger
than usual input signal which overdrives an amplifier), while sometimes the bandpass
stages are deliberately designed to limit (as in the case of most FM receivers). In any
case, whether the limiting is inadvertent or deliberate, it is of interest to know quanti-
tatively the action of the bandpass limiter.
The purpose of this report is to determine the relations between the output signal
and noise and the input signal and noise for the case of a bandpass limiter for all values
of the input signal-to-noise ratio. Previous studies have either considered the effects
of noise alone as a limiter input (1); or, when a signal-plus-noise input was considered,
either the action of the limiter was studied only in combination with that of a discrimi-
nator (2, 3, 4) or results were obtained only for large values of the input signal-to-noise
ratio (5).
The system to be considered here consists of a limiter followed by a bandpass filter,
as shown in Fig. 1. The input to this system is assumed to consist of an amplitude-
modulated sine wave plus a noise wave
x(t) = P(t) cos pt + N(t). (1)
The input noise N(t) is assumed to be gaussian in nature and to have a narrow-band
spectrum centered in the vicinity of the signal carrier frequency p/2r. The spectrum of
the limiter output y(t) will consist of signal and noise terms centered on the angular fre-
quencies +mp, where m = 0, 1, 2, .... The bandpass filter is assumed to have an ideal
rectangular passband transfer characteristic which is centered on the fundamental angu-
lar frequency p. The filter passband is assumed to be wide enough to pass all of the
limiter output spectrum centered about +p, but narrow enough to reject those parts of
the spectrum centered on +mp (where m 1).
In the analysis to follow, we will obtain expressions for the autocorrelation function
at the input to the bandpass filter, as well as expressions for the signal power and noise
power at the output of the bandpass filter. From these expressions we will be able to
determine the relation between the output signal-to-noise power ratio and the input
signal-to-noise power ratio for all values of that input ratio.
ctl I Y(t') BANDPASS z(t)
LIMITER
FILTER
Fig. 1
Block diagram
of the bandpass limiter.
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II. General Analysis
Let us first consider the problem of determining the autocorrelation function of the
limiter output y(t). This function is defined as the statistical average of y(t) y(t+T), i.e.
Ry(T) (y(t) y(t+T)> av (2)
and has been shown by Wiener (6) to be the Fourier transform of the spectral density.
Rice (7) and Middleton (8) have shown that if the output of a nonlinear device may be
expressed as a unique function of its input
y(t) = g [x(t)] (3)
and if the input to that device is an amplitude-modulated sine wave plus gaussian noise,
as in Eq. 1, then the autocorrelation function of the output of the nonlinear device may
be expressed as
Ry(T) E -. (hmk(t) hmk(t+T) av RN(T) cos mpT (4)
m=O k=O
where the E are the Neumann numbers
m
0 for m > 1 (5)
m= 2
where RN(T) is the auto correlation function of the input noise
RN(T) <N(t) N(t+T)> av (6)
and where the function hmk(t) is defined by
m+k - (N)u] /2 k [uP(t)]
hmk(t) 2- f (ju)e u m [uP(t)] du. (7)
-00
In this defining equation for hmk(t), o r(N) is the variance (mean square about the mean)
of the input noise, Jm is the m-th order Bessel function of the first kind, and f(ju) is the
Fourier transform of the transfer characteristic of the nonlinear device
00
f(ju)_ f g(x) e - ju x dx. (8)
-00
In our present study we wish to specify that the limiter transfer characteristic g(x)
be a nondecreasing odd function of its argument
g+(x) for x > 0
xg(x) o (9)
g- -g +x ( - x ) for x < 0.
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If we try to use this form of g(x) in Eqs. 7 and 8 directly, certain difficulties arise.
Because of the required form of g(x), the Fourier transform in Eq. 8 does not exist.
This difficulty may be circumvented, however, by defining the bilateral Laplace
transform f(w) (refs. 9, 10) as
f(w)- f+(w) + f (w) (10)
where w is the complex variable
w = v + ju (11)
and where f+(w) and f (w) are the unilateral Laplace transforms
o00 o
f+(w) -f g(x)e -wx dx =f g+(x)e wx dx (12)
0 0
and
0
f_(w) f g(x)ewx dx. (13)
-CO
Because of the odd character of g(x), it follows that
f (w) = -f+(-w). (14)
The unilateral Laplace transforms f+(w) and f (w) have different regions of conver-
gence in the w-plane, and, as we shall see later, each may have a singularity at the ori-
gin of that plane. Because of these different regions of convergence for f+(w) and f (w),
we must in general employ two inversion integrals with separate integration contours
in order to return to g(x) from f(w). For this reason, the single integral expression 7
for the function hmk(t) must be replaced by the sum of two contour integrals in this
study
h)[z (N)we2] /(t dw
hmk(t )
C+
h t = fw w [wP(t)] dw )+ 21j- f (w)e wk [ ] (1)
C-
where C+ is the contour along the imaginary axis of the w-plane with a possible inden-
tation to the right of the origin, and C- is the contour along the imaginary axis with a
possible indentation to the left of the origin.
If we now use the relation 14 between f+(w) and f (w), we obtain
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hm(t) = [1 (l)m+k] f f(w)e [ ( N)wZ ] /2 k j [wP(t)] dw (16)
C+
and therefore
0 for m + k even
hmk(t) =
2 1j f (w)e[ [()1 wk Jm [wP(t] dw for m + k odd. (17)
C+
Thus we see that, because of our assumed odd symmetry for the limiter transfer char-
acteristic, the functions hmk(t) vanish whenever the sum of the indices m + k is even.
Using this extended definition for hmk(t), we may now use Eq. 4 to determine the auto-
correlation function of the limiter output.
From this point on, we will for convenience assume that the input signal is unmodu-
lated. That is, we will assume that
P(t) = P. (18)
In this case, the functions hmk(t) are not functions of t. Therefore
(h(t) hmk(t) k(t+T) av = hmk
The expression Eq. 4 for the limiter output autocorrelation function then simplifies to
00 00 h2
R(T) = > mk RN(T) cos mpT (20)
m=0 k=0
(m+k odd)
where the coefficients hmk are determined from Eq. 17. It is convenient to expand
Eq. 20 as follows
00 00 2h
T = 2 hmO cos pT + k! R (T)
m=l k=l
(m odd) (k odd)
h
+ 2 k RkN(T) cos mpT. (21)
m=l k=l
(m+k odd)
The first set of terms (sum over m) is periodic and consists of the signal output terms
representing the interaction of the input signal with itself (S x S terms). The remaining
terms are the limiter output noise terms. The second set (sum over k) represents the
interaction of the input noise with itself (N X N terms), while the last set (sum over m
-4-
and k) represents the interaction of the input signal and noise (S X N terms).
The spectral density of the limiter output is simply the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function Ry(T), i. e.
00
Gy(() = 2 f Ry(T) e j T dT (Z2)
-00
where Gy(o) is the so-called "two-sided" spectral density containing both positive and
negative frequencies. The Fourier transform of Eq. 21 may be written as
00oo oo 2
2 W [ - Mp) +(-m)(+mp)] kGy)= > hMO 2m r [6@ k! kGN( )
m=l k=l
(m odd) (k odd)
h2
E+ E k! kN(> - mp) + kGN( + mp)] (23)
m=l k=l
(m+k odd)
where 6(X) is the unit impulse function (10) (Dirac delta function), and where kGN(w) is
the Fourier transform of Rk(w). Successive applications of the convolution theorem (10)
shows that kGN() may be expressed as the (k-l) fold convolution of GN(w) with itself.
00 oo
kGN(O) = k-l f GN(wk-1 ) GN("k-2 k-l)... GN( -1) dwk-l dw
(2rr) -00 -00
(24)
where GN(w) is the spectral density. of the input noise.
Now that we have obtained expressions for the autocorrelation function and the
spectral density of the limiter output, we are in a position to consider the output of the
bandpass filter. Because of this bandpass filter, not all of the terms in Eqs. 21 or 22
will appear at the system output. Of the various terms, only those in the vicinity of +p
will appear at the filter output. The output signal autocorrelation function is therefore
given by
RSo(T) = 2h1 0 COS mpT (25)
and the signal output spectral density is
G2 = h - [6( -p) + 6(+p)]. (26)
GSo(C) = h 1 0
The output signal power may be obtained by setting T equal to zero in Eq. 25
S O - Rso() = 2h20 . (27)
-5-
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The noise terms in the filter output may also be obtained by picking out those terms
in Eqs. 21 and 23 which contribute only to the spectral region in the vicinity of ±p. In
order to facilitate this determination, let us consider plots of kGN(w) for several values
of the index k as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure we have indicated the relative magni-
tudes of the various spectral contributions. We will consider the (N x N) terms and the
(S x N) terms separately.
Examination of Eqs. 21 and 23 shows that only those (N x N) terms corresponding to
odd values of k appear. From Fig. 2, we then see that all of these terms contribute
to the noise output from the bandpass filter. We may determine the filter output noise
power due to these terms by setting T equal to zero in the appropriate terms in Eq. 21,
and then multiplying each term in the resultant series by a factor representing the
fraction of that term that appears at the filter output. From such a process, we find
that the filter output noise power due to the interaction of the input noise with itself is
given by
2 h 7 7
N 1--y I3 h 03 R 3 ) + 5 05 5 35 07 7
No(NXN)= 1- RN(O) + + 3 5 RN(O) + 64 7! R N() + ... (28)
or upon cancelling
2 12 3 1 2 5
No(NxN) = h0 1 RN(0) + 8 h0 3 RN() + 2 h0 5 N(0)
1 2 7
9216 h07 RN() +
Plots of the spectra of the various (S X N) noise. terms at the limiter output may
easily be constructed from the plots of Fig. 2 by translating each plot in that figure by
an amount mp along the axis. A study of Fig. 2 shows that there is a maximum value
of the shift mp which will allow a given term to contribute to the spectral region in the
vicinity of p. From such a study, we see that for a given k, the only significant values
of m are those in the range (1,k+l), such that (m+k) is odd. Therefore, the only terms
in Eq. 21 that can contribute to the filter output noise are those given by
k+l oo 2
R~(sxN)(T ) = 2 E k! RNk (T) cos mpT. (30)
m=l k=l
(m+k odd)
We may then find the filter output noise power due to the (S X N) terms by setting T equal
to zero in Eq. 30 and multiplying each term by an appropriate factor corresponding to
the fraction of that term appearing at the filter output. The result is
-6-
o(SXN) 2 ! RN(0 ) +(4 Z Z -2- /3 R (0)1 ( 3 h2 21·2 h?2 + . RN0)No(SN) 2 2 ! +-24 2! 4 2! RN(O)
+ (52 14 + 34 I 4+ 2 4) R(+ .(31)
or upon cancelling
No(SXN) = 21 RN(O) + ( h 2 + 4 h 2 RN(O)
+ (; 2 3 h3) RN(O)
+ 5 2 5 2 1 2 43
(96 h14 + 1h34+ h 4 ) R(O)+ ... (32)
The total filter output noise power is then given by the sum of the (N X N) terms and the
(S X N) terms
N = No(NXN) + No(SXN). (33)
The filter output signal-to-noise power ratio is defined as the ratio of the filter out-
put signal power So to the filter output noise power No
(34)
0o 
where S is given by Eq. 27 and No is given by Eq. 32. In order to proceed further, we
will have to assume a specific form for the limiter transfer characteristic g(x). From
this transfer characteristic, we may then determine the coefficients hmk and substitute
the result in the above expressions.
q
_ __ __ I_ _ L_
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Fig. 2
Plots of the spectral densities kGN(w), showing the relative
values of the various spectral contributions.
III. The Rooting Limiter
A. General Results
A convenient form of limiter transfer characteristic is that where the limiter output
is proportional to the n-th root of its input. We then have
axl/ n for x 0
g+(x) = (35)
0 for x < 
I.
where a is a scaling constant. Plots of g(x) for several values of n
As may be seen from that figure, the case (n=l) corresponds to the
while the case (n=oo) corresponds to the ideal symmetrical limiter.
The Fourier transform f+(w) of this transfer characteristic is
are given in Fig. 3.
linear amplifier,
-8-
-6p
A
I 
00
of+(w) = af X/n e -WX dx. (36)0
By a change of variable (t = wx) this transform is readily determined to be
F (1+-)
f+(w) = l+(/n (37)
where r' is the usual Gamma function. In general, this transform has a branch point
at the origin of the w-plane, and the contour C+ must consequently have an indentation
to the right of the origin.
The coefficient hmk is given by substitution of Eq. 37 in Eq. 17 so that
0 for m + k even
hmk
ZcL r + )j e (N) w k-l -(1/n) Jm(Pw) dw for m + k odd. (38)
C+
This contour integral is essentially the same as that required in the study of the v-th law
detector (if 1/n is replaced by v). Paralleling the evaluation of the corresponding inte-
gral for the v-th law detector (6, 7), one can readily determine that the evaluation of
Eq. 38 is
hmk 
0 for m + k even
aL r, ( + n) F 1 [ n;m + 1;- ]) Z (N) Zo((N )
CF~l ~*) [k;-Im/n) 1 1 [ I - + 1;- 2c(N)] for m + k odd (39)
[2 NH r (m+l)r -1 2 n
where 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function.
Reference to section II, shows that the coefficient hmk always occurs in combination
with RN(T ) in the form hm kNow
hkR(T) )No
(0) , (N) (40)
as the input noise has a bandpass spectrum. Then by using this result, and the fact that
the input signal-to-noise power ratio is given by
-9-
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pg
(s_ -=. 2 (41)1 i mo (N)
we may write
h2 kN(mk RN(O) =
0 for m + k even
cL22 k - ( n) C ) 2/n(N (L)1 F 2 m + 1;- ()
n m 
1~~~~~~
m+k -
r' 2(m+1) r2/1 1
for m + k odd. (42)
This result may now be substituted in the expressions 27, 29 and 32 in order to obtain
the output signal and noise powers.
A partial check on our results may be obtained by considering the case (n=l). Now
2 ( 1
- m + k- ) (43)
for (m+k) odd and equal to or greater than 3. Therefore, all of the terms in Eq. 42
vanish except those corresponding to (m=l, k=O) and (m=0, k=l) which become in this
case
2 2 p2h 0 = a 4 (44)
and
h01 RN(0) = (N). (45)
Therefore, from Eq. 27 the output signal power is
2 pZ 2S a 2 a S. (46)
o 2 1
and from Eqs. 29, 32, and 33 the output noise power is
22 2
N = a c(N) = aN i . (47)
These results are comforting in view of the fact that our "limiter" here is a linear
amplifier with a power gain a .
-10-
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B. The Ideal Symmetrical Limiter
As may be seen from Fig. 3, the ideal symmetrical limiter may be represented as
a limiting case (for n=oo) of the rooting limiter. Substitution of this limiting value of n
in Eq. 42 gives
h2k RN(0) =
mkN
0 for m + k even
2kS m 2 m+k S1
2 (N) lFL- 2 ;m + l;-(Ni
for m + k odd. (48)
r(m+i) r2(i m+k)
If we use this result in our previously obtained expression 27 for the output signal power,
we obtain
This output signal power has been plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the input signal-to-0 Ti 1 I
This output signal power has been plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the input signal-to-
noise power ratio (S/N)i.
An expression for the output noise power may be obtained by using Eq. 48 in our pre-
viously determined expressions 29, 32, and 33. The result is
N = Za 2
O -
rr
2 + 1 2 [ S 161 1 F + §1 ;- N
+ F[ ; 1; - + 30721 F ; 1; () + 
+ 1(N) 1F[1 ;3;-()] + ()i 11 ;2;(N)i]
+ 1(SN 1F ;4;-(S) + ( 1 F ; 3;- (NS)
+ 24,576(N)i F ; 5; +1~~~~~~ ....
(50)
A plot of this output noise power is given in Fig. 4 as a function of (S/N)i.
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Fig. 3
Plots of the transfer characteristics of several cases
of the rooting limiter.
\ N i
Fig. 4
Output signal power SO and output noise power No plotted as
functions of the input signal-to-noise power ratio (S/N)i for
the case of the ideal, symmetrical, bandpass limiter.
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Even though we have in Fig. 4 plots of S and No as functions of (S/N)i, it is desir-
able also to obtain approximate expressions for these powers which are valid in the
regions of very large (or very small) values of the input signal-to-noise power ratio.
The power series expansion of the confluent hypergeometric function 1Fl [a; c; -z]
about the origin is (11)
F l [a; c;-z] = 1 c 1 c(c+l 2 (51)
and hence
1F [a;c;-z] - 1 as z - 0. (52)
Using the limiting result 52 in Eq. 49, we obtain for the output signal power
So a (N) for S ) 0. (53)
Referring to the numerical calculations used to obtain Fig. 4, we see that the error
involved in Eq. 53 is less than ten percent when values of (S/N)i are less than about two-
tenths.
Using the limiting result 52 in Eq. 50, we obtain for the output noise power
No I 1 + + 307 + .75 
or
No (1.17) for() . (54)
A comparison of Eq. 54 with Eq. 50 shows that in the region of small (S/N)i, the domi-
nant output noise is that due to direct feedthrough of the noise input to the limiter.
From Eqs. 53 and 54 we obtain
s 0. 85R' forM - 0. (55 )
Thus we see that, for the ideal, symmetrical, bandpass limiter, the output signal-to-
noise power ratio is directly proportional to the input signal-to-noise power ratio in the
region of very small (S/N)i. This result differs radically from the familiar square-law
behavior of detectors (7, 8) in the region of small (S/N)i. The present result is due pri-
marily to the fact that the output terms of interest in the present case are those in the
vicinity of the input frequencies, while in the detector case, the output terms of interest
are those in the vicinity of zero frequency.
An expression for the confluent hypergeometric function 1F1 [a; c; -z] valid for
large values of z is (11)
-13-
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Fl[a; ; -z] r(c) [1 + a(a-c+l) + ]1 I~~(c -a) za z
and hence
F1 [a; c; _-z] r (c)P(c-a)za
for z - 00 (57)
If we now use the limiting result 57 in Eq. 49, we obtain for the output signal power
oT \
so" r
for (N) 00
Application of the limiting expression 57 to Eq. 50 gives for the output noise power
and hence we obtain
1 1+ +
(K)i (N2 i
1 3+ 1 + 3 +
/s(Ni (N) i
27
+
1 024r( S)
261
+.
967 (S)
N 2a 2 
o0 rr Tr()
i
for . 00oo
rN)i
A comparison of Eq. 59 with Eq. 50 shows that the dominant noise output terms in this
case are (a) the direct feedthrough noise term, and (b) the noise resulting from the
interaction of the input noise with the second harmonic of the input sine-wave signal.
The output signal-to-noise power ratio becomes
( X~ 2(.S)i for S 00i
Thus, for very large values of the input signal-to-noise power ratio, we find that the
output signal-to-noise power ratio is twice that of the input. This is the result obtained
by Tucker (5).
From Eqs. 55 and 61, we see that the output signal-to-noise power ratio is directly
proportional to (S/N)i in both the large and small value regions of (S/N)i. In order to
determine the behavior of (S/N)o for intermediate values of (S/N)i, the ratio of (S/N)o
to (S/N)i was calculated from the data used to plot Fig. 4, and the results were plotted
to form Fig. 5. From this plot, we see that in the case of the ideal symmetrical, band-
pass limiter, the output signal-to-noise power ratio is essentially linearly proportional
-14-
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(59)
(60)
(61)
(56)
2CL 
N 0 ; ·$ I
10
a)IZ UnlZ
0.1
0.01
0.01 0.1 10 100
( )i
Fig. 5
The ratio of output signal-to-noise power ratio to the input
signal-to-noise power ratio as a function of the latter, for
the case of the ideal, symmetrical, bandpass limiter.
to the input signal-to-noise power ratio for all values of the latter. A review of this
analysis shows that this behavior is due primarily to the action of the bandpass filter
following the limiter rather than to the symmetry of the limiter.
C. The Square-Rooter
Having considered the limiting cases (n=l) and (n=o) of the rooting limiter, we find it
desirable to consider a case corresponding to some intermediate value of n. A case of
some interest is the one in which (n=2). In this case, the limiter output is proportional
to the square root of its input. This characteristic is plotted in Fig. 3.
Substitution of (n=2) in the general expression Eq. 42 gives
h R k
mk RN(0) =
0 for m + k even
4 ,/ IN i for m + k odd (62)
1~~k z + k -2 F 2 (N+i]
1F1lr( m +k 1 
Z~~~~
for the case of the square-rooter.
Substitution of Eq. 62 into Eq. 27 gives
-15-
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(63)
as an expression for the output signal power from the bandpass square-rooter.
Substitution of Eq. 62 Into Eqs. 29, 32, and 33 gives
No = -Tr ()0 ~
r r~~~~~~~~N
1F1 ; 1; -I + lF [4;1; -()]
+ 3072 1 ; 1;- N
+64 (N)i 21 3 ; S 
32 (N i I F 1 .;(N
+ 4 (\i F ; 4; -(s
25 /\ 2 1 1 2 N9 1
+ 1536 \N/i 1 1 3; -N1I
+
125 4A 4 F 2
524, 288 \Ni 1 ; 5;-i J +
(64)
as an expression for the output noise power from the bandpass square-rooter.
Let us now obtain limiting expressions for the output signal and noise powers valid
in the region of large (or small) values of input signal-to-noise power ratio. Substitution
of the small (S/N)i limiting expression 52 for the confluent hypergeometric function in
Eq. 63 gives for the output signal power
2 S2oM(1 )/S(
or 4T I .12_ \N I
for ( -. 0 
Substitution of the expression 52 in Eq. 64 gives for the output noise power
-16-
(65)
\I
,2.(l (N) W 2 Is\
so = C, I F ; 2; 
2 2 () [ 32 307 ]
or
for(S) 0.
From these expressions, we obtain
( 0. 96(N)K i N/ for ()- oi1
Thus, in the region of very small values of the input signal-to-noise power ratio, the
output signal-to-noise power ratio is equal to 96 percent of the input ratio. Substitution
of the large (S/N)i limiting expression 57 for the confluent hypergeometric function in
Eq. 63 gives for the output signal power
CL 2 0-N)IS /'
So /W 8S St -i4ir zJ2_1 r2 kN/ \ 9 8 . / for () -. 00
Substitution of Eq. 57 in Eq. 64 gives for the output noise power
for ( )i i
From these expressions, we obtain
for 00( Ni i
Thus, in the region of very large values of the input signal-to-noise power ratio, the
output signal-to-noise power ratio is again found to be directly proportional to the input
ratio. We see then, as in our previous cases, that the output signal-to-noise power
ratio is essentially directly proportional to the input signal-to-noise power ratio for the
case of the bandpass square-rooter.
IV. Conclusions
We have presented here an analysis of the relation between the output signal-to-noise
power ratio and the input signal-to-noise power ratio for the case of a bandpass limiter.
This analysis shows that, for this type of system, the output signal-to-noise power ratio
is essentially directly proportional to the input signal-to-noise power ratio for all values
of the latter. This type of behavior is due primarily to the fact that, in the systems
studied here, the system output has been filtered so as to contain only those frequency
components in the immediate vicinity of the input frequencies.
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